Tool Donations needed for HVACR Program:

Duct calculators
B&G system syzers
Digital readout air and water pressure meters
Small natural gas radiant heater (tube type, low intensity)
R 410A, 134A, 404A refrigerants
Refrigerant filter driers 3/8 in flare
Heating and cooling thermostats, programmable (used or new)
Steam trap rebuild kits
12 and 14 gauge wire
1/4 and 3/8 inch rolls of soft copper
3/4, 1, 1 ¼, copper fittings
Wire connectors
Transformers
Pipe cutting dies
Digital psychrometers
High efficiency boiler
Fuel oil pump pressure test kit
Fuel oil transformer tester
Belt tension gauge

To donate tools, please contact the HVACR Program office: 231-591-2608